A BRIEF HISTORY OF SA AND GOA

ON OCT 5, 2020, SEWICKLEY ACADEMY BECAME FULL MEMBERS OF GLOBAL ONLINE ACADEMY (GOA), A CONSORTIUM OF 115 HIGH PERFORMING INDEPENDENT AND INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS “TO REIMAGINE LEARNING TO EMPOWER STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS TO THRIVE IN A GLOBALLY NETWORKED SOCIETY.”

JUNE - AUGUST, 2020
Faculty took different Designing for Online Learning courses

OCTOBER 5, 2020
Sewickley Academy became a GOA Member school

DECEMBER, 2020
Enrolled interested students and helped them get into classes for semester 2

APRIL, 2021
First group of students completed their courses (Layla Lombardo and Wesley Riddle, Class of 2024, joined the Catalyst Conference)

Applications for next year’s cohort open

JUNE 2021
SA Faculty attended GOA’s Leadership Institute to learn about facilitating human-centered meetings, thinking in systems, decision making in the face of ambiguity/uncertainty, effective communication across multiple modalities and aligning vision to strategy to tactics

JANUARY, 2021
First pilot group of 18 students started their GOA journey and the faculty took different courses for professional development: Designing for Equity in Grading, Designing for Inclusion, Designing for Student Experiences and Agency, Assessment Quick Wins and Educator Courses - From Educator Designed to Co-Designed, From Time Based to Performance Based

MAY, 2021
Applications for next year’s cohort open

SA Faculty attended GOA’s Leadership Institute to learn about facilitating human-centered meetings, thinking in systems, decision making in the face of ambiguity/uncertainty, effective communication across multiple modalities and aligning vision to strategy to tactics

SEPTMEBER, 2021
Classes for Semester 1 SY 2021-2022 begin

NOVEMBER, 2020
Mrs. Paula Plaza-Ponte was named the GOA Site Director for Sewickley Academy

NOVEMBER 2021
Applications for Semester 2 courses open

END OF SY 2021-22
Review and reflect on the past two cycles and see what we should start, stop and continue
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